The following communication, dated 17 February 1984, has been received from the Permanent Representative of Poland.

In conformity with the provisions of Article X:1 of the General Agreement and of paragraph 2 of the Understanding Regarding Notification, Consultation, Dispute Settlement and Surveillance, the Permanent Representation of Poland to GATT has the honour to transmit the enclosed texts of the following legislative acts:

- Law on State Enterprise, of 25 September 1981,
- Law on Socio-Economic Planning, of 26 February 1982,
- Bank Law, of 26 February 1982,
- Law on the Statute of the National Bank of Poland/NBP/ of 26 February 1982,
- Law on Rights to Carry Out Foreign Trade Operations, of 26 February 1982,

and requests that they be made available to interested contracting parties.

Copies of the above legislative texts in English may be obtained by interested delegations from the secretariat (Room 1023; telephone 31.02.31, extension 2152).